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What does it mean?

Resilience can be defined as a person’s 
ability to bounce back in response to a 
difficult or unpleasant situation. 

To persevere and keep going when things 
are tough and not be defeated!

To work even harder, take on challenges, 
accept change, be flexible, problem solve 
and be positive.
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The CMA Way states:

.
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How does the Consequence 

system at CMA work?

If you are given a consequence 
in a lesson by your teacher, how 
might you deal with this in a 
positive way?

Consequence 1 – verbal warning and name written on the board
Consequence 2 – The “On Call” member of staff is called to speak to the student outside 
of the classroom to remind them of our expectations. A note is made in their Student 
Organiser, a text is sent home and the student is placed in the afterschool detention that 
day for 30 minutes. If a student receives 2 x C2s in one day they are placed in the 
afterschool detention for 1 hour. 
Consequence 3 – The student is removed from the classroom by the “On Call” member 
of staff and is taken to the/a curriculum team leader. A note is made in the Student 
Organiser, a text will be sent home and the student is placed in the afterschool detention 
that day for 1 hour. The teacher will also arrange a restorative meeting with the student 
and their parents/carers in order to facilitate a return to the next lesson.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYsRGe0t
fZc

Resilience explained further….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYsRGe0tfZc
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• Can you think of a time when you’ve 

experienced a difficult situation or problem? 

How did you overcome this?
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• Some challenges last for a long time. 

When facing a difficult situation, having a 

range of coping strategies is best. 

Strategies useful in one situation may not 

be useful in another.

• What can you think of that might help us 

to deal with challenging times?

Coping strategies 
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Suggestions for coping

Think positively about how things will turn out
Visit a favourite person, call friends, or socialise
Watch television, play computer games or listen to music to take your mind 
of your problem
Prioritise (put the most important things first) to organise your thoughts and 
set goals
Have a bath or shower
Get some perspective on the situation 
Go out or do some exercise
Talk it over or ask for help, a problem shared is a problem halved 
Work even harder
Problem-solve – focus on a solution rather than the problem
Write about it
Make a clear action plan for success 
If you have experienced failure, learn from it and move on
See a professional 
Ask someone for their thoughts and advice
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Stressful situations:

• Harry Potter goes to 
Hogwarts so he moves 
school and has to make 
news friends

• Katniss replaces her sister 
in ‘The Hunger Games’

• Peter Parker realising he 
has superpowers in 
‘Spiderman’

Above are some example 
stressful situations that 
characters in stories/films 
have experienced. 

Scenarios

Discussion points:
What is the change happening in the 
character’s life?
How do you think the character is 
feeling?
What worries could the character have?
Does the character have positive 
thoughts about the change; what are 
they?
What did the character do to bounce 
back or to manage the change?
Imagine you are speaking to that 
character just after the big change. What 
could you say in order to help them 
bounce back?
Can you think of any other similar 
scenarios and possible solutions?

Write your answer in your exercise book
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1. I don’t understand.

2. I give up.

3. I made a mistake.

4. This is too hard.

5. It’s good enough.

6. I’ll never be as smart as 
her.

7. I can’t make this any 
better.

8. I can’t read.

9. I’m not good at this.

10. I can’t cope

Can you think of some more 
optimistic sentences than the 
ones listed above?

1. What am I missing?

2. I’ll use some of the strategies I’ve learned.

3. Mistakes help me learn and improve.

4. This may take some time and effort.

5. Is this really my best work, how could I 
achieve more?

6. I’m going to figure out what she does and try 
it

7. I can always improve; I’ll keep trying!

8. I’m going to train my brain in reading.

9. I’m on the right track, with hard work I’ll 
succeed.

10. I need to find the right coping strategies 

CHANGE YOUR WORDS –

CHANGE YOUR MINDSET

Write your answers in your exercise book
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Quiz 

• What does resilience mean?

• How can you be resilient at school?

• Can you name 3 of the coping strategies suggested in the presentation?

• What happens when you are given a Consequence 1?

• What happens when you are given a Consequence 2?

• What happens what you are given a consequence 3?

• Can you list 3 behaviours that may result in a consequence?

• How can we show resilience after receiving a consequence?

• What happens if you fail to attend a detention after school?

• Instead of saying “ I can’t make this any better” what could you say?

Write your answers in your exercise book
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